
On Thursday 17th January 4 children from Year 5 took part in an indoor tennis competition. They  went to Billesley 
Indoor Tennis Centre where they competed against other schools. The children performed brilliantly and showcased 
their excellent tennis skills. Overall we came 4th in the competition. Well done to Youssef, Abdirahman, Hajar 
and Firdaws. 

Mondays Wednesdays Thursdays Fridays

Karate Club
Years 3, 4, 5 and 6

Tennis Club
Years 3, 4, 5 and 6

Team Training
(Invite)

Boys Football Team
Years 5 and 6

Cricket Club
Years 3, 4, 5 and 6

Rounders Club
Years 4, 5 and 6

Girls Football Team
Years 4, 5 and 6

Cricket Club
Years EYFS, 1 and 2

Football Team 
Year 4

Reading Club
Year s2, 3, 4, 5 and 6

Gardening Club
Years 1 and 2

Staff  Wellbeing

Coding Club
Years 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6

Science
Years 3, 4 and 5

Art Club
Years 3, 4, 5 and 6

Debating Club
Years 3, 4 and 5
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SHARING BEST PRACTICE
This term we have hosted a number of CPD events for 
other schools from the local and wider areas. Our Unicef 
Gold open sessions took place for schools aspiring to 
achieve the Gold Rights Respecting Schools Award, 
allowing colleagues from other schools to see how Rights 
Respecting values and global citizenship are embedded 
in the ethos and curriculum at Adderley Primary School. 
Our pupil ambassadors led a tour of the school to help 
staff gain a better understanding of how we achieved Gold. 

We also hosted a Social Enterprise day in which teachers 
and school leaders from other schools were able to gain 
an insight into our financial education curriculum and 
how this enables economic wellbeing for all our children.
As you are aware we have been working with HSBC, 
John Lewis and Santander to enrich our curriculum.
The teachers from both events found it to be a very 
beneficial experience.

As always we’ve expected great things from our 
children, and time and time again we have not been 
let down! This issue of the Adderley Voice gives a 
wonderful snapshot of the various accomplishments 
from this term, including some great victories in 
various sports competitions and our children being 
involved in the ICC Cricket World Cup linked to 
Unicef!
We have been sharing some of the pioneering work 
that our school is leading on as a Unicef Gold School, 

our Social Enterprise education and also the 
opportunities to share our Creative Arts curriculum 
with other schools on our Arts Mark journey.

I am delighted that you all are part of our incredible 
learning community. I welcome and value your 
positive energy and dedication to excellence in 
education, and I look forward to continuing working 
with you and your children.

www.adderleyprimary.co.uk
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Dear Parents & Carers,
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4-5      Cricket World Cup

6-7       Lowry

8-9       EYFS

10-11 Year 1: Superheroes

12-13 Year 2: Muck, Mess and Mixtures

14-15 Year 3: Black Country Museum 

              & Robot Making

16-17  Year 4: Big Bang Fair & Malvern Hills Trip

18-19  Year 5: Time Travellers, 
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22-23  Science Fair

24-25  Kingswood Residential Trip

26-28  PE

Twitter: 
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adderleyprimary.co.uk/soundcloud

YouTube: 
adderleyprimary.co.uk/youtube
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The ICC Cricket World Cup celebrations took over Birmingham City 
Centre on Saturday 20th April. As a Unicef Gold school we were 
selected to be the only primary school in Birmingham to be involved 
in welcoming the players and leading a press conference with England 
skipper Eoin Morgan and cricket legend and ex-captain of the England 
team, Nasser Hussain.

The stage takeover was presented by BBC Radio DJ, Bobby Friction 
and BBC Midlands News reporter, Beccy Wood. Our children took lead 
on interviewing the England cricketers and finding out more about the 
world of top-level cricket! 

Unicef UK are the official charity partner for the ICC Cricket World Cup 
this year and they launched their #OneDay4Children campaign at this 
‘Super Saturday’ event. The Unicef team commented that our children 
were knowledgeable and confident in the questions they were asking.
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These are some of  the  
questions that our children 
put to the two sporting icons:

What are your earliest memories of cricket as a child?
What has been your most memorable competition?
If you were not a professional cricketer, what would you have been?
What’s your favourite part of being a professional cricketer?
What tips would you give us to help us succeed a career in sport?
Did you play other sports as a child?
Are there any roles in cricket you dislike or find difficult?
What does a typical training session consist of?
Do you need to have a special diet when training or playing cricket?
What is your favourite shot to play and why?
Do you play any other sports to a high level?
What do you do to keep positive if you miss a catch or get out to keep  focused on the game?

What preparations do you do before a big game to get you in the right  mindset?

What made you decide that a career in cricket was for you?
Do your families play cricket?

Do you ever get nervous and how do you overcome it?
What was your experiences of cricket like when you were in primary school?

1

The press conference was followed by an exclusive masterclass for our children in the batting nets. The Adderley Adventurers played against the Adderley Avengers with some one to one coaching by Eoin Morgan and Nasser Hussain. Both teams received ICC medals and had the opportunity to see the actual Cricket World Cup Trophy for 2019.
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As part of our creative curriculum, children in the Arts 

Council have studied the artist Lowry. They have visited 

the Lowry Gallery in Manchester and have used their 

school environment to create pieces of art in the style 

of Lowry. These will be displayed on the local factory 

walls, our school fence, as well as around school.

Schools from across Birmingham were invited to the exhibition and children and staff admired the talented artists at Adderley School.

Parents were invited to a special preview and it was 

very well attended.
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The narrators were extremely confident and had 
learned their lines well. 
In class we made lanterns and dragon stick puppets.  
We tasted Chinese food including fortune cookies.  
Some of   the children tried eating with chopsticks too.

Do Cows

The children had a fantastic experience on the farm and enjoy 
sharing memories of  the trip to each other. The children got 
the opportunity to feed the animals too! 

This year Reception performed the Chinese New 
Year Assembly.  The children learned new songs 
and acted out the story of  the Animal Race. 
They performed a wonderful 
dragon dance.

Drink
Milk?

Umberslade  
Farm Visit
We went to Umberslade Farm to 
learn about farm animals.  The 
children have learned about the 
different animals and the names of  
the male and female animals and 
their offspring.  They enjoyed getting 
up close to the large animals such 
as the horses and cows and 
especially enjoyed stroking the 
small animals such as the guinea 
pigs and rabbits.  The bumpy 
tractor ride was good fun too.

“I fed the chickens.” 
Aizah RS

“A baby sheep is called a 
lamb.” Saffah – RO

“The alpaca’s neck 
was long.” Aisha RC



The children had a fantastic experience on the farm and enjoy 
sharing memories of  the trip to each other. The children got 
the opportunity to feed the animals too! 

Milk? “We found out that only 
baby cows drink milk.” 

Sawsan RS

“The rabbit and the 
guinea pig were soft.” 

Liyanah - RO

“I liked sitting on the 
tractor.  It was going up 
and down” Mushtaq RO

“The alpaca’s neck 
was long.” Aisha RC

Some parents came into school to help their children 
make their own musical instruments.  
Some made shakers and others created their own 
Chinese drums.



Whoooosh! Zoooom! Crashhhh! 

Kapaaaow! A term full of superhero fun! 

We loved our Superhero WOW Day! 

The day included lots of excitement 

such as dressing up in costumes or the 

colours of our favourite Superhero.

We also made villainous slime! We had to mix together flour, water and shampoo. We added food colouring and glitter for that extra shimmer. We all had great fun doing this. Year 1 ended our WOW day watching our favourite Disney Superhero movie ‘The Incredibles’, it was a thoroughly enjoyable day.
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We have really been immersed in 
our Superheroes topic and loved our 
English lessons where we explored 
the features of comic strips and read 
‘Eliot Jones, Midnight Superhero’ by 
Anne Cottringer.

Another of our favourite superhero moments 

was when we created superhero models using 

plasticine. We first planned and sketched what 

our superhero would look like. We added extra 

detail such as capes, utility belts and special 

glasses.  Then we moulded the plasticine onto 

the stick figures. It was fiddly work, but Year 1 

did an amazing job throughout each process 

of this production.

www.adderleyprimary.co.uk
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Year 2 have had a fantastic time this term with our 

topic ‘Muck, Mess and Mixtures’. First we had a go 

at making our very own slime (with varying degrees 

of success). We loved experimenting with different 

mixtures and getting our hands very messy! One of 

the highlights was looking at the properties of corn 

flour which became a solid when we applied force 

and turned back into a liquid when we handled it 

gently.
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After we had learned so much about the properties 

of solids and liquids it was tremendous to be able 

to share this at the school’s Science Fair where the 

children presented some of our favourite experiments 

to the rest of the school. These included painting with 

magnets, rainbow fizzies and how to make your own 

lava lamp at home! Well done Year 2, it has been a 

pleasure to see all you budding young scientists in 

action!  Now to deal with the mucky aftermath and 

start cleaning up ….. YUCK!
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The Black Country Museum was amazing; we 
all had a fantastic time and learnt a lot. Before 
we entered a house, we had to knock on the 
door and allow the girls to go in first, as this 

was a gentlemanly thing to do. Each house we 
went into, we learned some interesting facts. 

We even explored a house made out of metal!

As part of our Cornerstones Curriculum, 
‘Mighty Metals’,  Year 3 have been 

learning all about the Industrial 
Revolution and the different uses of 
metals. For this, we visited the Black 

Country Museum where we were able 
to experience what life was like in the 

Victorian era. 

Robot Making
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Overall the trip was incredible and very informative. We took what we 
learnt from the trip and our experience into our lessons. For English we 

created a persuasive leaflet for the children at Adderley School to 
persuade them to visit the Black Country Museum.

Furthermore, we learnt about how they make 
chains, this was fascinating as we were able to see 
the hard work and processes that goes into making 
a metal chain. In addition, we went down into the 

mine; this was the best part of the day! 

The mine was scary at first, but then we slowly got 
used to it. First, we had to wear helmets to protect 
our heads and some of us were given a torch to 
direct the way. Down in the mine, we saw what it 
was like and how hard people worked, it was an 

unnerving experience yet very exciting! 

For our Mighty Metals topic we 
had the opportunity to plan 
and make our own robot 
which was very exciting. 
This was very stimulating!  
We used a range of different 
materials including cardboard 
boxes and plastic bottles to 
construct our robot. 
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As part of Science Week, Year 4 went to the NEC Big 
Bang Fair to explore science and engineering. For this 
visit we were able to experience and learn about different 
occupations. The Big Bang Fair was amazing, we all got to 
learn about NHS and had first aid training. 

Furthermore, we watched a Mad Science show where we 
found out that a cough can travel very far and contaminate 
the air. Additionally, we learnt about the disease called 
malaria, did you know female mosquitos suck more blood 
to feed their babies? 

Overall the trip was incredible and very informative.  
We tried to catch neutrons, light a bulb using a 
pump and create a circuit. Not only that we got to 
sit in an Army Tank and a Highway Maintenance 
car. The trip was amazing and really exciting. I 
would love to do it again!
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For our introduction to our new Topic, Mistry Mountain Sierras, 
Year 4 took a trip to see the marvellous Malvern Hills. The Malvern Hills 
are an area of outstanding, natural beauty to the south of Birmingham 
in Worcestershire. When we returned to school, we wrote recount about 
our trip. 

Here is a sample of Faria’s (4S) recount.
“We got off the coach, walking like soldiers, single file. I jumped 
off swiftly on the muddy outskirts of Beacon Road Car park. 

We began to walk up the steep path. Soon we started to puff and pant 
as we became out of breath. We weren’t used walking up hills like this!
Soon we noticed that the land had started to change. The tall leafy trees 
were replaced with small, spikey bushes and the grass was fluffy and 
filled with moss.

Next, we noticed that the view had changed 
too. We were above the houses in the town 
below and we could see for miles. The houses 
in the distance were like dolls houses and 
looked too small for people to really live in 
them. 

The toy cars drove slowly up and down tiny 
roads. Then, when everyone stopped 
talking we realised we could hear nothing 
but the wind whistling past our ears like a bird 
in flight.”



Robot Making
For our Mighty Metals topic we had the opportunity to plan and make our own robot which was very exciting. This was very 
fun and stimulating!  We used a range of different materials including cardboard boxes and plastic bottles to construct our 
robot. 
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Bushra-6S- “I enjoyed getting involved in the creating process of our 

product and raising money for such a positive cause.”

Zain- 6S - “It was a delight to participate and 
to make a profit that would benefit others.”

6S
For Innovation Day, we created mini desserts for the charitable 
organisation WWF (World Wide Fund). 
WWF is about: conserving global wildlife, saving forests, combating 
climate change and protecting UK nature. Our desserts consisted 
of: a layer of cake, a layer of melted chocolate (infused with heavy 
cream) and a swivel of whipped cream with some sprinkles on top. 
We decided on raising money for WWF as the money we raised was 
put towards many different causes: like climate change and animal 
endangerment, which we felt were important areas that needed help. 
During the day, we sold our desserts for 80p and sold all 50! Due to 
this, we made a profit of £35.20 for our environment friendly 
organisation.

Sabeen 6C- “’I enjoyed the activity because it would raise money for 

a great cause and I had fun making posters to advertise our cakes.”

Haroon 6C - “’It was an honour to raise money for Cancer Research. I hope the money we raise makes a difference to some people.”

6C For innovation day, 6C decided to raise money for Cancer 
Research. We focused on two Global Goals: Global Goal 3: Good 
health and Well-Being and Global Goal 16- Pace, Justice and Strong 
Institutions. The reason why we chose these two Global Goals was 
because we want to help a charity to combat Cancer and we want to 
promote good health. As a result, we worked together as a class and 
decided on a fun way to raise money for charity. After various class 
discussions, we decided to decorate cakes to raise money.  
We used: sprinkles, icing and Mentos! The cakes were a great  
success because they were sold out in 10 minutes!
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6O
For Innovation day, 6O decided to raise money 
for a charity called: Save the Children. We 
focused on three Global Goals: Global Goal 
3 – Good Health and Well-Being, Global Goal 
4 – Quality Education and Global Goal 6 – Clean 
Water and Sanitation. Reason being, we believe 
all people, including children, have the right to  
access all three. Therefore we induced an  
innovative plan whereby the children at Adderley 
could have fun whilst raising money for a  
beneficial cause. To ensure we were able to en-
gage our audience, we interviewed pupils from 

across the school to identify their preference in 
activities. After analysing the feedback, we  
decided to organise a ‘Toss the Bean Bag  
Challenge’ with a prize for the top three scorers! 
We provided reasonable costs for the activity 
(20p a turn, 50p for three turns) and involved all 
ages, including teachers! We had responsibilities 
such as promoting our activity and charity as 
class representatives and escorting the lower key 
stage pupils back to class. As a class, we raised 
£68.42 for our chosen charity

Ashwag 6O - “I really enjoyed learning about the 

different Global Goals and raising money for a 

charity which puts the strategies into practice!”

Raees 6O  - “I enjoyed raising aware-
ness by being a class representative; many 
children really enjoyed our activity and took 
part more than once!”

Sabeen 6C- “’I enjoyed the activity because it would raise money for 

a great cause and I had fun making posters to advertise our cakes.”

www.adderleyprimary.co.uk
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As part of Science Week, Adderley held our first 
ever Science Fair! Each class was filled with 
enthusiastic scientists and they carefully chose 
which two science experiments they would like 
to explore and conduct. Working collectively, 
everyone had to create a project board for each 
experiment. Our scientists then had to develop 
their speaking and listening as they were tasked 

with presenting their experiment to each year 
group at the fair! 
We saw some fantastic project boards filled 
with buzzing scientific facts! There were lots of 
amazing experiments such as ‘Bouncing Bubbles’, 
‘Rainbow Walking Water’, Volcano Eruption’, 
‘Lava Lamp’, ‘Slime’, Static Electricity’, ‘The 
Magic of Ice’ and many more. 



‘I can’t believe we made a tornado in a bottle’ Nuran 1O

‘It was a fun day because we got to do the volcano 
experiment that we have never done before’. Luqman 3S

‘It was an exciting and engaging day. I enjoyed explaining 
and demonstrating my experiment to other children at the 
fair’. Faria 4S

‘I enjoyed inventing my own experiment using the 
ingredients we had. I also enjoyed looking at other 
experiments’ Bushra 6S

www.adderleyprimary.co.uk



Nightline - The night line was an activity which you and the 
whole team were blindfolded. Then we were given lots of 
challenges to complete without the use of our eyes. We soon 
found that we had to focus on what instructions we were given 
and we had to make sure we listened to everything in order 
to complete the challenges. This activity required good team 
work and communication skills. 

Abseiling - In this activity we had to climb to the top of a tow-
er using the steps and ladders. Then when we got to the top the 
tower would shake a little as the tower was very tall and it was 
windy! This added to the adrenaline. Then we had to climb 
backwards off the side whilst wearing a harness and being 
attached to a rope. We had to say on our feet as we came 
down. There were qualified instructors again making sure we 
were always safe. This activity was similar to the Zip Wire in 
that we had to encourage each other. 

On Monday 1st April 2019 23 children 

from Year 3, 4 and 5 were getting ready 

to embark on their three-day fun filled 

trip to Kingswood! These children ar-

rived at Adderley Primary School ex-

tremely excited to experience the various 

activities Kingswood has to offer. As well 

as taking part in various activities the 

trip is a great chance for children to 

learn new skills!

Upon arrival we met our team leader, 

Tammy, who looked after us during 

our visit. She was kind, friendly and 

knowledgeable and told us all about the 

Kingswood experience. She was always 

there to help with any questions we had. 

She also took us to lunch and dinner 

over the three days. The food at King-

swood was delicious and there was lots 

of variety!! 

Zip Wire - This activity primarily 

focussed on having a team ethos 

and being able to encourage 

others because for some it was a 

nerve racking experience. The 

activity was delivered by qualified 

instructors and we wore helmets 

and harnesses to keep us safe. As we 

came down the zip wire we gained 

more speed until we came to a 

tyre that stopped us and slowed us 

down safely. It was an adrenaline 

charged ride!
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Crater Stack - Here we had to build the highest tower 

with crates whilst someone climbed to the top. The aim 

was for the person climbing to stay upright on the crates 

and not fall off. We had to control the safety of the 

person climbing. This  required good team work and 

communication. 

Bush craft - Bush craft was so much fun! We used a flint, 

toilet paper, cotton and small twigs to create a small 

and controlled fire. We built our fires and managed 

to keep them alight using the twigs we had collected. 

Whilst doing this we all learnt about how to be safe 

around fire.

Quad Biking - This was many of our favourite 

challenges as we got to use the quad bikes! We learnt 

about how to use it. We had a practice lap where our 

leader Tammy was attached to us via a lead, then on 

our second lap we drove it completely by ourselves. We 

enjoyed the twists and turns of the track!Buggy Build – A great activity to finish the trip off with. 

This was the last activity we took part in. we built big 

buggies using large barrels and long pieces of wood. 

We had to work as a team to tie these parts together in 

order to make a moveable buggy. We had races in 

these to see which team had built the best one. 

Zip Wire - This activity primarily 

focussed on having a team ethos 

and being able to encourage 

others because for some it was a 

nerve racking experience. The 

activity was delivered by qualified 

instructors and we wore helmets 

and harnesses to keep us safe. As we 

came down the zip wire we gained 

more speed until we came to a 

tyre that stopped us and slowed us 

down safely. It was an adrenaline 

charged ride!

All children worked really hard 

and demonstrated excellent 

teamwork and communication 

through each activity!! It was a 

great experience for the 23 chil-

dren who went and one that we 

will never forget! 

Thankyou Kingswood. 
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Year 1 and Year 2 Multiskills
On Thursday 7th and Friday 8th March all our 
children from Year 1 and Year 2 took part in the multi skills competition 
at Billesley Tennis Centre. 
Our children took part in a variety of activities which required 
effective team work and communication skills in order to obtain 
the highest number of points in the given time limit.

Year 1 RESULTS
13th- Anderton Park- 261
12th- Yorkmead - 272
10th- Wyndcliffe and Al-Hijrah- 279
9th- Audley - 294
7th- Blakesley Hall & St Cuthbert’s 297
5th- Adderley- 298 points & Starbank- 
Bierton Road- 298

4th- Oasis Hobmoor- 301

3rd- Corpus Christi- 314

2nd Starbank- Hobmoor Road- 317

1st Starbank- Starbank Road - 334

Year 2 RESULTS
12th - Al-Hijrah - 275
11th -  Blakesley Hall -  286
10th - Starbank (Hobmoor Road) - 301 
9th - St Cuthbert’s - 314
8th -  Anderton Park- 316 
Joint 6th - Wyndcliffe and Starbank 

(Bierton Road site)- 318 
Joint 4th - Audley and Starbank (Starbank 
Road site) - 343
3rd - Oasis Hobmoor- 347
2nd - Adderley- 355
1st - Yorkmead- 373

Overall KS1 Results
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4th- Oasis Hobmoor- 301

3rd- Corpus Christi- 314

2nd Starbank- Hobmoor Road- 317

1st Starbank- Starbank Road - 334

Overall KS1 Results
13th - Corpus Christi (only bought Year 1)- 314 
12th - Al-Hijrah - 554
11th - Anderton Park- 577
10th - Blakesley Hall  - 583
9th - Wyndcliffe -  597
8th - St Cuthbert’s -  611
7th Starbank Road - Bierton Road site - 616

6th Starbank Road -  Hobmoor Road site- 618 
5th - Audley - 637
4th - Yorkmead- 645
3rd - Oasis Hobmoor- 648
2nd - Adderley - 653
1st Starbank Road - Starbank Road site- 677

Play Leaders
A huge well done to the playleaders this 
spring term! 

They have been continuing to deliver fun, 
exciting activities to children during break 
times. They have shown excellent team 
work and communication skills when 
delivering these activities. 

They have delivered a range of activities 
such as football, handball and cricket. 

All 11 playleaders will be receiving their 
bronze certificates for accumulating the 
minutes required to receive this level. 



Tennis Competition Yr 3 & 4
On Tuesday 22nd January four children from Year 4 took part in a 
tennis competition at Billesley Tennis Centre. The children 
who participated were Ibrahim, Ahmed, Malika and 
Mariya. The children took part in a number of 
competitive tennis matches with other schools in order 
to obtain the highest number of points in a given time 
limit. In the end the children of Adderley Primary 
School were placed second out of five schools. 
Amazing result, well done to all the children who 
took part in the competition! 

Tennis Competition Yr 5 & 6
On Thursday 17th January 4 children from Year 5 took part in an indoor tennis competition. They  went to Billesley 
Indoor Tennis Centre where they competed against other schools. The children performed brilliantly and showcased 
their excellent tennis skills. Overall we came 4th in the competition. Well done to Youssef, Abdirahman, Hajar 
and Firdaws. 

Mondays Wednesdays Thursdays Fridays

Karate Club
Years 3, 4, 5 and 6

Tennis Club
Years 3, 4, 5 and 6

Team Training
(Invite)

Boys Football Team
Years 5 and 6

Cricket Club
Years 3, 4, 5 and 6

Rounders Club
Years 4, 5 and 6

Girls Football Team
Years 4, 5 and 6

Cricket Club
Years EYFS, 1 and 2

Football Team 
Year 4

Reading Club
Year s2, 3, 4, 5 and 6

Gardening Club
Years 1 and 2

Staff  Wellbeing

Coding Club
Years 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6

Science
Years 3, 4 and 5

Art Club
Years 3, 4, 5 and 6

Debating Club
Years 3, 4 and 5

Extra Curricular Timetable

Adderley Primary School, Arden Road, Saltley, Birmingham B8 1DZ • Tel: 0121 464 1500 

www.adderleyprimary.co.uk • enquiry@adderley.bham.sch.uk •        @adderleyschool

      “YOUR SAY, YOUR SCHOOL”
We welcome your feedback at Adderley Primary School, and would love 

to hear from you. Please share your views as a parent by clicking on the 

‘Ofsted Parent View’ button under the ‘Parents’ menu of the school website. 

Additionally, you may want to fill in our online form - ‘Your Say, Your School’.

We look forward to hearing from you all!
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